RAIDER

Fighting with heavy two-handed axes, raiders are always found at the forefront of the Viking horde, hacking through any warriors foolish enough to stay there. Clad in leather and iron rings, their bodies are covered by tattoos – which they bear proudly, like souvenirs from past battles. These relentless warriors embody the ideals of being Viking: boundless bravery, spotless integrity, and unbridled passion.
RAIDER - 360º VIEW (MALE)
SOUVENIRS OF PAST BATTLES
Tattoos and trinkets are crucial elements of the Raiders' attire. The iconic bones hanging on the right hip are femurs collected on the bodies of slaughtered enemies.
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DANE AXE

Dane axes have massive heads mounted on long, polished and often carved wooden handles. For adequate proportions, the length of the full axe (handle+head) should be the same as the height of the cosplayer.
THANK YOU

Thank you Warrior! We hope you found this cosplay reference guide useful. Please share your creation with us on Facebook and Twitter using #ForHonor.
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